The Incredible Healing
Powers of Essential Oils

By Paul Bauer
DreamsAlive.com

Why I created this report
There’s something profound about Essential Oils that all of us feel deep down
when we smell the gentle aroma they provide. It’s as if a switch within us is
turned on and we remember something deep. Something profound that we’ve
connected to, and all we have to do is breathe in and let the essence of the
oils touch us and breathe life back into us in ways we haven't imagined.
What’s really amazing is there are many levels of gifts and benefits that
Essential Oils possess that go beyond just the smell. That’s where most
people leave oﬀ - and never discover the deeper levels of Essential Oils - and
the miracles they can give you.
You'll learn about some of those levels in this free
report. I’ve had amazing breakthroughs since I
was first introduced to Essential Oils several years
ago and its is my honor to share some of what I’ve
learned with you.

How It all Began
Lesson 1
About 10 years ago, I was introduced to the
healing powers of Essential Oils. I had a lot of
neck pain and a chiropractor that I visited
suggested that I use a particular kind of Essential
Oil that he said would remove the emotional cause of
the neck pain.
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That fascinated me. An Essential Oil that could help clear the emotional cause
of my neck pain?
I trusted him and so I bought the oil and over the next several days I used the
oil on my neck and felt a little relief. I loved the smell (I never smelled
anything so beautiful) and so I used it on my neck every night before I went to
sleep. Then I kind of forgot about it and went on with my life.
Lesson 2
Prior to that time, I had no formal training in the oils. I could have not
predicted the next connection with the oils. About 6 years later, my mother
had a massive stroke and was in serious condition in the hospital, so I pulled
together a team of healers and therapists to help my Mom recover. I asked a
healer who did a particular kind of energy healing to work with my Mom and
when he and his wife arrived at the hospital and entered her room, he asked
me if he could apply some Essential Oils on my Mom.
Time just stood still before I could answer him.
I was in awe.
It felt like God stepped into the room when he asked
me that question. I never expected that man to say
such kind and loving words.

“Essential oils
are the new
medicine”

After what seemed like 10 minutes, I said “Yes”, with
a smile and a feeling of something Divine filling the
~ DR. DAVID STEWART
hospital room. Over the next hour or so, this
wonderful man and his wife applied oils to my Mom
one by one and explained each oil and how they worked. I was amazed. I
never knew there were so many oils - and that they could do so many
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wonderful things. I was smitten. Without knowing it, this was my initiation into
the field of Essential Oils, and it opened my eyes to a whole new world of
healing and possibilities.

”The 3rd Time Is the Charm”
Lesson 3
Again, I went back to my normal life. But the Universe sent me a third signal
to get my attention. This time it happened when my wife Susan was
diagnosed with cancer. We met a man who did some incredible emotional and
energy clearing work using Essential Oils. He worked with Susan for about an
hour and I watched in amazement.
Susan had an amazing clearing and told me “I have to work with him again!”
When I experienced the next session he did for Susan, this time, something
really spoke to me and I was convinced about the healing powers of Essential
Oils. This man helped Susan clear issues she never thought were aﬀecting
her health. And these issues all had emotional roots. The key was they were
unresolved emotions. As long as they remained unresolved, they were
depleting her life force energy and her immune system.
Like the book by Karol Truman called “Feelings Buried Alive Never Die”, these
emotions can be discovered and cleared.
Could emotions be a major factor in diseases like cancer? Could Essential
Oils help with healing it?
Lets explore more…
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I. What are Essentials Oils?
Let’s take an imaginary trip for a few moments…
Imagine for a moment that you're walking in the woods. You see the sunlight
glistening through the trees. You smell the gentle aromas of the wild flowers
and the sweet smells of the forest. You feel a sense of calm an inner peace as
you take in the healing energy of Nature.
Have you ever wondered what gives the forest its smell? It’s the essence of
the plants, trees and flowers. This essence is also known as the essential oil of
the plants. Essential Oils are the lifeblood and immune system of the plant
kingdom. Another way to say this is they are the medicine of the plants. And
this “plant medicine” can be distilled into a concentrated liquid (oil) that are a
profound gift to mankind.
Essential oils are the source of energy, life, and healing compounds of the plant
kingdom. When we use them, the life force and healing compounds are
transferred to us. Each time we use an Essential Oil, we access this life force
(Chi) and it becomes part of our own Chi to strengthen and heal us on many
levels. The plant kingdom contains a vast array of
healing compounds that are just being discovered for
“The gifts of
their healing abilities.
But the gifts of the oils go much deeper than just Chi
energy. They have many levels of wisdom, insight
and connection to the Divine that are limited only by
your willingness to let go and allow higher dimensions of
inspiration and healing Chi energies to grace you.

the oils go
much deeper
than just Chi
energy”

For centuries, Essential Oils were used by priests, healers and kings to heal
the mind and body. Dating back as far as 4000 years ago, the ancient
Sumarians made use of scented herbs such as cypress and myrrh and scrolls
have been found from the time of the Egyptians that list over 850 botanical
remedies.
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Once reserved only for the nobles and the rich, these special oils were known
for their spiritual powers. But now they’re available to all humanity.
Essential Oils are one of Nature’s most profound and powerful gifts. They’re
one of the few things in our physical world that carry the nature and vibration of
the Divine - in a way that any of us can feel and understand (no matter the age,
condition, training or creed.)
The Healing Powers of the Plant Kingdom
We need not look very far when our mind or body is out of balance. Within
Nature herself is a healing force far more powerful than many of the
technologies of “modern” medicine. Intuitively, when we feel out of balance or
stressed, we go for a walk or step outside for a “breath of fresh air.”
Why?
Because Nature is self
renewing and we feel that
sense of renewal every time
we take time to stop, notice
and breathe in its life
enhancing energies.
Nature carries a level of
energy that the human mind
often takes for granted and
simply doesn't understand.
Whenever we’re in the midst of a challenge or problem, we often think it’s just
too simple to let Nature solve it for us. But when you let go and step into
Nature, the problem either goes away, or the solution almost naturally presents
itself.
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II. Why are Essential Oils unique?
More than just an aroma?
At first glance, Essential Oils are
aromatic and “smell good”. Whenever
we smell their aroma, we’re actually
taking in millions of molecules of the
plant’s essence. Our ability to smell
them is connected to our olfactory
system which helps us experience and
identify given smells.
Then the magic begins…
Our nose is directly connected to our limbic system - the part of the brain that is
also called the “emotional brain”. According to experts like Dr. David Stewart,
author of “The Healing Oils Of The Bible”, this emotional brain is the key to our
happiness and inner peace. When we experience stress or trauma that we
can’t handle, the emotional brain literally stores the memory of that trauma in
our cells throughout our body - ready to be cleared at a later time. The
problem for most people is that necessary clearing may not happen (or
the original trauma never gets discovered or released).
These stressors build up in our cells,
tissues, organs and energy system
and can cause dis-ease in our mind
and body. What’s unique about
Essential Oils is that they are
considered to be the only reliable and
consistent way to access the
emotional brain - and therefore be
able to clear unresolved traumas,
stressors, and blocks of all kinds
(spiritual, mental, emotional, karmic,
etc). We’ll talk more about this very
important issue later.
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Why Purity Is Important
If all you want is the aromatic quality, any oil that smells good may work for
you. But if you want results - the kind that we’re discussing in regards to
improving the quality of your life, clearing deep stress and unresolved emotions
and give you access to the Divine properties of God and Nature, then you need
the highest and purest oils available. In other words, oils that have not been
genetically engineered to smell good, or synthesized with chemicals to try to
equal their more natural counterparts.
If you are looking for real transformation (in addition to the wonderful smell)
then look for Therapeutic Grade oils. I’ve personally researched dozens of oils
and there’s only one brand* that is consistently the purest (and the highest
vibration or Chi energy). Literally all retail bought oils are not Therapeutic
Grade oils, in fact, simply check the label and you will see “Do not ingest” or
“Not suitable for internal use”. This tells you the oils have been synthesized or
manipulated with chemicals.
Think of it this way. Would you give less than high quality oils to your child or
loved one? Why settle for less than pure - when you can have the best in the
world?
*More about brand of oils later. Lets talk more about the energy (Chi) of
Essential Oils and how they can help you.
Essential Oils Change Your Energy (Chi)
Another way Essential Oils are unique is the way they affect our energy
(internally and externally). Internally, they make us feel calmer, more peaceful
and centered. Externally, our physical energy becomes stronger and we have
more endurance. Imagine having both. Inner peace and strength at the same
time. That’s what is considered a peak state - and we are all capable of that
harmonic balance.
Our energy (Chi) determines our results and how we feel. The stronger (and
more balanced) your Chi, the better you’ll feel. Essential Oils have the
incredible ability to do both. They balance your Chi while they simultaneously
strengthen it. That combination gives you energy that lasts - the kind of
energy to do what you want - when you want to do it.
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While doing focused activities like writing this report, I’ve used several
Essential Oils that increase my energy and keep me focused. Writing isn’t my
favorite thing to do, but using the oils has made all the difference for me.
Their ability to work beyond the mind and the emotions
As you delve deeper into the powers of Essential Oils, you’ll discover there are
many more levels of healing (and transformational) energies within the oils.
Nature is far more intelligent than many doctors, scientists and corporations will
ever give her credit.
Here’s one example of the hidden levels of energy (Chi) of the oils:
According to Dr. David Stewart:
Because of the tiny molecular structure of the components of an essential
oil, they are extremely concentrated. One drop contains approximately 40
million-trillion molecules. Numerically that is a 4 with 19 zeros after it:
40,000,000,000,000,000,000. We have 100 trillion cells in our bodies, and
that's a lot. But one drop of essential oil contains enough molecules to cover
every cell in our bodies with 40,000 molecules.
40 million-trillion molecules - in one simple drop. That’s powerful medicine
when you know how to use it properly.
Let’s talk now about the vibrational energy of the oils…
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III. The Vibrational Qualities
of Essential Oils
One of the unique qualities of Essential Oils is the vibration (Chi) they hold.
They embody the Chi of Nature itself, and their vibration is far higher than our
own vibration.

High

Essential Oils

Low

Normal human
vibration

In the image above, you can see the energy of the oils vs. normal human
energy. Unlike human nature, the real secret of the oils is when they’re pure*,
they never lose their high vibration. On the contrary, our busy minds and
emotions change (or lower) our vibration often dozens of times a day (even
more in the face of stress, trauma or unexpected stressful events) whereas
Essential Oils remain consistently high in vibration.
Chronic stress lowers our vibration and energy and creates a tendency for
lower frequency emotions (that are life depleting) like fear, anger,
disappointment, guilt, etc. to run automatically in our subconscious mind and
body. These subconscious emotions often continue and create “like energies”
in our lives (health issues, prosperity issues, relationship problems, self image,
etc).
In other words, for every ongoing challenge or problem you face, there is a
corresponding emotion (energy) that exists in your subconscious energy field.
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Unchecked, these life depleting emotions “short circuit” your energy and
deplete your life force energy (Chi) from your mind, body and energy field.
Examples of life depleting emotions:
Anger
Fear
Guilt
Shame
Embarrassment
Disappointment

Examples of life enhancing emotions
Bliss
Peace
Love
Acceptance
Courage

One of the most powerful qualities of Essential Oils is their ability to clear
emotions and unresolved memories held deep in the subconscious and cellular
memory.

The Transformative Power of Essential Oils
Essential Oils have the amazing ability to neutralize the low frequency
emotions that often hide in our subconscious (and even our cells). They raise
our Chi energy from low to high in a matter of seconds
or minutes. Old unresolved emotions (and the stress
“Essential Oils
they carry) dissolve in minutes when you know the right
are the essence
oil to use (and the specific way to use Essential Oils to
properly clear the underlying issues).
of God”
Essential Oils are a gift from God that transform even
the most challenging problems you may face into
breakthroughs that will amaze you.

~ D. Gary Young

Because of their high vibration, when you use Essential Oils, your vibration
increases. Your vibrational essence changes and you can feel this shift in your
mind and body - even without lengthy training or expertise. The key is having
pure intent from your Heart.
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IV. “The Chi of the Oils” And Their
Healing Power
When I first began using the Essential Oils, I wasn’t fully aware of the many
levels of healing energy they carried. Initially, I could sense the calming effect
they had on me, but Iittle did I know that was just the beginning - an “initiation”
of sorts.
As time passed, I heard the oils “speak” to me and I could feel their
intelligence. Once when I was using Peppermint oil, I heard it say, “Now,
breathe deeply, and inhale this essence all the way into your cells and energy
field”. I smiled and did so and I could feel a whole new
level of awareness of Peppermint essence. It’s as if a veil
had been lifted that allowed me a more intimate
connection with an oil I had long ago taken for granted.*
I could feel the Chi of the oil - and my mind became very
clear - even more than normal. I’ll never forget that series of
moments. It was a beautiful and amazing experience I’ll
always treasure. That “initiation” opened a new door and
created a threshold that would carry me into new levels of the
Chi of the oils. It opened a portal - of connection and intuition
that has transformed literally every part of my life.

The Chinese symbol for Chi

Greg Hitter - author of Butterflies In A Bottle calls this approach “the intuitive use of
the oils”. In other words, your mind doesn’t try to figure out what oils to use, instead,
you let your intuition guide you through the process.
That’s when the magic begins…

* I used a very special kind of Peppermint oil that is very different that most retail oils
that have been denatured, synthesized and have lost their healing energies. Quality
matters when it comes to choosing Essential Oils. We’ll talk more about this later.
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So, lets talk about the Chi of the oils…
Each oil has its own unique frequency and healing properties. There are at
least 50 single oils (with more being discovered every year) and well over 100
kinds of oil blends. And within each plant, flower, or tree, there are often many
subspecies.
Example:
Lavender - the most common oil for many people.
There are about 39 different species of Lavender. The Lavender I’ve used is
called Lavendula Augustifolia. It has the most healing properties of all the
species (many store bought oils use lower grade species and are not what’s
called therapeutic grade quality).

The Chi of Lavender
According to Dr. David Stewart, Lavender (Lavendula Augustifolia) measures at
- 182 Mhz on the energy spectrum. To give you perspective, the frequency of
a human being is approx 60 Mhz.
Lavender - 182 Mhz
Human - 60 Mhz
That’s a substantial difference!
Whenever you use this kind of Lavender, it instantly affects your Chi (energy)
field - even without you doing anything. Just smelling it shifts your vibration.
There are stories where people have just held a closed bottle of Essential Oil
(not smelled it at all) and they’ve had major transformations. That’s a good
example how the oils have their own unique Chi energy.
Every oil carries its own “Chi Field” or energy filed and when you really tune
into the frequency of the oil, you can feel a shift in your own energy field.
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Let’s do a little exercise so you can begin to feel what Chi feels like.

The “Chi Essence” Exercise
Think of something you want for a moment.
It could be a new car, better job, a vacation, a new puppy, a special someone…
Now allow yourself to feel it - right now being real. In other words, allow
yourself to feel the essence of it - already real now…
and just breathe gently and deeply…
If you actually took the time to do this little exercise, you felt a shift.
That “shift” has its own frequency, its own “Chi field” of energy. Everything that
exists (seen or unseen) has its own unique Chi energy.
Essential Oils have palpable, measurable energy that anyone can feel. Even
people who have no special training in the oils can smell and feel something
special. It’s as if Essential Oils have their own language - and we’re just
beginning to understand that unique and precious language.
One of the profound gifts of the oils is to re-connect
us with Nature. To feel the essence of life again and have access to that energy anywhere we go with
no limits.

“Every oil carries
its own “Chi Field”
of healing energy”

Richard Louv calls it “Vitamin N”. The “N” is for Nature. In his book The Nature
Principle, Richard talks about how we’ve lost touch with the natural world and
we’re now suffering the consequences. Some symptoms are disease, feelings
of disconnection, separateness, and what he calls NDD (Nature Deficit
Disorder) - the lack of Nature in our lives.
Richard states:
“Every day, our relationship with nature, or the lack of it, influences
our lives. This has always been true. But in the twenty-first century, our
survival or thrill will require a transformative framework for that relationship,
a reunion of humans with the rest of nature.”
The Incredible Healing Powers of Essential Oils
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Could it be this simple? Could the root of every major challenge we face have
its roots in our separation from Nature? Contemplate this wisdom. Meditate on
this and you will find your own answer.
(see this site for a beautiful experience of the power of Nature)
http://theunboundedspirit.com/tree-hugging-now-scientifically-validated/

”Stagnant Chi” - and What it Means For
Your Health And Well Being
In Chinese Medicine, there’s a phrase that describes when Chi stops flowing
normally in the mind and body. It’s called stagnant Chi and according to
experts in the field, it is the primary cause of disease.

The more high-tech
our lives become,
the more nature we
need to achieve
natural balance.

In essence, stagnant Chi occurs when there are
blockages, emotions, or energies that prevent the
normally balanced flow of energy (Chi). In his book
Qi Stagnation - Signs of Stress, Jonathan
Clogstoun-Willmott describes stagnant Chi as a
slow pressure cooker. Initially, you may not even
~ Richard Louv
feel the steam build up, but over time, the pressure
expands and will eventually burst.
“The solution is movement” he says. “Chi must move in order to have health”
Some signs of stagnant Chi:
Constipation
Anxiety
Brain fog
Blurry vision

Muscle pain
Sinus blockage
Skin problems
Hearing problems

Heart palpitations
High blood pressure
Digestion issues
Insomnia

What’s unique about Chinese medicine and working with your Chi is that you
can detect energy blockages that cause more serious issues and clear them
before they ever become serious disease. That’s what I’ve done all my life. I
don't rely on western medicine. I rely on my body’s signals to tell me how it’s
doing and when I feel stagnant Chi, I use Essential Oils to free the stagnant Chi
or go to my acupuncturist or chiropractor when necessary.
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One of the most profound wisdoms that I learned from Chinese Medicine is that
your body is sending signals all the time.
The question is are we listening?
That’s the key question.
Are you listening to your body when you feel stuck or anxious or in pain? Or do
you push past the pain (or suppress it) onto the next task or quest? Your
answer to that question will tell you a lot about yourself and how you honor
your body.
When you listen to your body, you create a link - a conduit so that information
and energy can flow through. Once this link is established, healing energy often
runs more smoothly and you feel better. But if you try to mask symptoms by
taking drugs or other ways of avoiding the signals your body sends to you, you
unconsciously build stagnant Chi - which in time can create states of dis-ease.
When your Chi flows smoothly, it’s like a car engine running smoothly, all
cylinders work together in harmony. When you feel that harmony, you feel fully
alive.
Your Inner Guidance System
Your emotions are the gauge - the “guidance system” of where you’re at, and
where you’re going. If you feel uneasy or just not quite at peace, your feelings
are trying to communicate to you. The chart below shows some of the dozens
of negative emotions we feel in our lives. Each one of them carries a specific
vibration or frequency.
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In the case of negative emotions - if felt for long periods of time, they can
actually damage our cells, tissues, organs and other parts of our mind/body.
But the good news is even long standing negative memories and unresolved
emotions can be cleared with the healing power of
Essential Oils.
“85% of all disease
Remember, Essential Oils carry the life force of
Nature and they’re equipped with the special
healing frequencies we need whenever we feel
disconnection, anxiety or lack of ease. Like the
phrase “hiding in plain sight”, Nature has the
solution we’re looking for. The answers to many of
our biggest challenges are within these special oils.

is caused by
emotional
blockages”
~ Gary Craig

5) The Unique Benefits of Essential Oils
Let’s talk about some of the healing benefits from using Essential Oils. The list
is virtually endless because unlike drugs, Essential Oils affect us on all levels of
our being. The vibration of Essential Oils is full spectrum - in other words,
unlike drugs, the oils work energetically, spiritually, emotionally, chemically, and
physically.
No other remedy that is so easily available to us carries the full array of healing
energies that Essential Oils do.
Here are just some of the many benefits of using pure Essential Oils:
Elimination of pain and discomfort
Anxiety and stress relief
Feeling re-connected
Inner peace and tranquility
Dissolving worry
Clarity of mind
Restores balance of mind and emotions
Clear unresolved emotions and cellular memories
Clear nervous tension and agitation
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Improve memory and concentration
Improved ability to meditate and calm the mind
Enhance confidence and self esteem
Clear frustration and anger
Strengthen your willpower and decision making skills
Dissolve negativity and depression
Anti-carcinogenic
Supports immune system energy
The list is almost endless because Essential Oils affect us on all levels our
being. And when you clear the emotional blockages (Chi stagnation) you
prevent energy blockages in your organs, tissues and entire body - and you
therefore prevent dis-ease from ever happening.
If you want to have more inner peace, abundance and consistent energy when
you need it most, Essential Oils are a limitless energy source for you to
harness.
Remember, Essential Oils are the life blood of the plants and when we use
them, they impart the healing essence (vibration) to us.

6) Your Own Personal “Essential
Oil Blueprint”
Each of us has a unique energetic imprint. You have a specific combination of
thoughts, feelings, emotions, memories, biochemical and genetic markers,
drive, disposition, etc. that affect your daily thoughts, feelings and energy. So it
takes a very unique approach to help you solve the challenges you face on a
daily basis
(so they don’t re-occur over and over again)
If you work at only one level, and miss the deeper levels of a problem or
challenge, the problem often returns (along with the energy draining frustration
and irritation it causes).
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That’s where pure Essential Oils come in.
They’re designed to neutralize thoughts and feelings that block your Chi
energy (the ones that cause the problems in your life).
When it comes to Essential Oils, your unique set of needs and energies must
be taken into account in order to find the right combination of oils that will
work for you. For example, let’s say you hear about an oil that works for
reducing anxiety like Lavender and you use it, but don't get any results.
Why didn't it work?
One of two possible reasons:
1) It could be the wrong energetic match for you
2) The quality of the oil
Many people hear about the power of Essential Oils, then go to their local store
and buy whatever oil they can find, assuming it’s a quality oil. But many people
don’t get the results they want from store bought oils because almost all retail
oils are synthesized or “cut” (diluted with chemicals and aromatic agents to
make the oils smell better). Unfortunately, once an oil has been synthesized, it
loses almost all of its original healing qualities (Chi).
Note: check the label on retail oils and you will see the words: “Not for internal
use” or “Do not take internally”. This tells you the oils are not therapeutic grade
oils and are not safe for consumption and have been tampered with.
Essential Oils have become big business (over a Billion dollars in sales a year)
so companies of all kinds are scrambling to get a piece of the pie. Do your own
research.
Look for Therapeutic Grade oils that can show you:
A) Where the oil comes from (the original farm)
B) When the original plant was harvested (a crucial aspect that determines the
quality of the oil)
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C) How was it distilled (the process of transforming the plant, tree, or flower
into the Essential Oil)
D) How was it produced? (what quality standards were used in the distilling
process?)
E) Is the oil tested for purity and quality?
And finally
What is the intent of the company that sold it?
To create a profit - or for healing?
(the oils take on the energy of the person and company that makes them - so
this single aspect may be the most important one of all).
Finding the right oils for you takes some research and time. It took years for
me to understand that all Essential Oils are not created equal (picture a drawer
filled with oil bottles that I stopped using and you get the gist). Not to mention
the wasted dollars on the oils I had no idea were low quality oils.
I simply wasn’t aware that there was a whole new world waiting to be
discovered when it comes to Essential Oils.

!

7) What if…?
What if you could discover the perfect Essential Oils that match your unique
and exact needs? In other words, Essential Oils that are tuned specifically to
address how you feel right in the moment when you have a challenge or
problem?
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When you have the right Essential Oils that match how you feel, then the real
powers of the oils become available to you:
1) To clear the underlying issue that causes the problem in your life
(memory, trauma, trapped emotion, energetic imbalance, etc)
2) To strengthen and harmonize your energy system (Chi) so that you
stay strong and balanced (even in the face of stress or issues that
once stressed or daunted you)
And imagine having expert guidance as you discover the combination of oils
that are ideal for you.
If that sounds cool, then something wonderful is about to happen…

8) A Deeper Level of Essential Oils
Imagine having your own “Personal Essential Oils Coach" - right there at your
side who could help you find the exact oil you need to clear literally any
challenge or problem you face.
Imagine being able to clear:
* Energy problems
* Business challenges
* Health issues
* Trapped emotions
* Confidence and self esteem issues
* Lack of focus, brain fog, poor concentration
* Frustration or anxiety
* Sadness or depression
* Feelings of disconnection or separateness
…and literally any issue that stops you from living with inspired energy, inner
peace and abundance.
One more thing…
Preventing problems before they ever become problems.
Imagine having that kind of clarity and inner power.
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Here’s the big news…
I’ve created a new program called EnerChi that combines:
The full EnerChi Essential Oils Training Course
The new EnerChi software tool that helps you find the exact oils you
need to solve your biggest challenges or problems
Special Interviews with Essential Oil and Chi experts
A new Clearing Process to use with the oils that EnerChi helps you
find to clear any blocks you encounter
A unique Abundance Module that helps you optimize your Abundance
A powerful Daily Ritual of how to begin your day with clear, focused energy
and inspired enthusiasm
Plus…
How to find your own “Harmonizing Oil” (one of the biggest
breakthroughs in the Essential Oils field ever discovered)

EnerChi - the key to unlocking the hidden healing powers of Essential Oils so
you can live with clarity, focus and inspired energy.
Watch your email in the next couple days for more news on this
groundbreaking program.
People that have used it say it’s the new breakthrough in Essential Oils and
healing.
I look forward to sharing it with you…

Aloha,
Paul Bauer
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